
As TC-4 Chair, I would like to announce an official
open invitation to anyone who would like to attend
this year’s meeting that will be held in conjunction

with the 2008 IEEE International Symposium on EMC in
Detroit. 

Just who, or what, is TC-4? TC-4 is the Technical Commit-
tee for Interference Control and our official charter is: “This
committee is concerned with design, analysis, and modeling
techniques useful in suppressing interference or eliminating it
at its source. Bonding, grounding, shielding, and filtering are
within the jurisdiction of this committee. These activities span
efforts at the system, subsystem, and unit levels.”

This year, as well as the past several years, we have had
a sub-committee for the study of “Shielding Theory and
Practice.” At this year’s symposium, we will have the annu-
al meeting of the sub-committee working group where
findings will be discussed and debated. Regrettably, with-
out further participation and involvement from the EMC
community as a whole, we may have to close this study
with many unanswered questions and unexplored areas of
interest. Your attendance and constructive participation is
welcomed.

But what is so special this year? With great anticipation, a
new subject has brought some renewed interest and participa-
tion from many in the EMC community that we are very excit-
ed about. We anticipate several presenters on basic theory of
transmission line models from Maxwell’s equations and actual
laboratory measurements of thin film materials. In particular,
the group has been reviewing Schelkunoff’s 1943 classic equa-
tions and has started to look at Leontovich Boundary Condi-
tions. These may explain some unusual conditions of extremely
thin film materials and may eventually lead to a mathematical
solution for near and far field conditions in a single closed
expression.

Traditionally, Schelkunoff’s equation (Equation 1 simplified
in the basic expression below) is used universally in teaching
and practice throughout the EMC community as a whole. 

SE = A + R+ B
Equation 1 – Schelkunoff’s shielding equation

The term A represents an absorption loss by the field during a
single transient through the boundary of the shield. The R term
represents the loss due to the first reflection at both surfaces of the
boundary. Finally, the B term is for all other reflections within the
boundary. This B term is often neglected due to the extremely
small size of the term, except where the A term is found to be less
than 10 or 6 dB then the B term must be treated.

Schelkunoff’s approach in the development of his theories
was to use a basic model, based on a transmission line driven by
a generator, which was terminated at the other end with lumped
impedance. One should remember that the transmission line
model considers the traveling electromagnetic waves to be plan-
er; meaning, it is uniform to the direction of propagation and
that the electric field is perpendicular to the magnetic field in
the direction of the propagation. Schelkunoff substituted the
voltage and current waves associated with the transmission line
with transverse electromagnetic fields. From here he derived
solutions using Maxwell’s equations for the electric and mag-
netic fields for both surfaces of the shield. He later published
these derivations in his text book “Electromagnetic Waves”; [1]
and applied these solutions to the three classic problems listed
below:

1. Plane sheet – exposed to plane waves
2. Cylindrical shell – exposed to current fields on the cen-

ter axis of the cylinder
3. Spherical shell – exposed to fields from a loop antenna in

its center
So what is special about Schelkunoff’s equations? It is basical-

ly that shielding effectiveness may be expressed as a single term
regardless if the unit is based on electric or magnetic fields (refer
to Equations 2, 3, and 4). This is the traditional approach for
materials that are of several skin depth thicknesses, are uniform in
nature and the measurements are performed in the far field.

SE(H) = 20log
[ |Hi|
|Ht|

]

Equation 2 – Shielding effectiveness expressed for magnetic
fields

SE(E) = 20log
[ |Ei|
|Et|

]

Equation 3 – Shielding effectiveness expressed for electric
fields

SE = SE(H) = SE(E)

Equation 4 – Universal shielding effectiveness
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Many practicing engineers use this traditional approach.
However, the basic problem with using Schelkunoff’s equations
is the fact that the techniques which are published most are
illustrated as planer waves which exist in the far field where the
impedance is considered to be that of free space, 377 ohms.
More often than not, shielding measurements are made in the
near field where the wave impedance is not equal to 377 ohms
and the general axiom of SE = SE(H) = SE(E) does not hold up.
Figure 1 below illustrates the basic impedance transition
region, where these theories hold up, the associated test and the
typical measurement approach that is used.

Figure 1: Wave Impedance vs. Distance and Demarcation
Point for Near and Far Field Measurements

One key concept that may produce some areas of question
and interest is that Schelkunoff based his theories on a continu-
ous shield with single walls, which were made of uniform com-
position and thickness. As may be seen in Figure 2 below, alu-
minized plastic film is often times not constructed of a uniform
composition or thickness.

Aluminized Surface x 200 Light Passes through 
Imperfections x 200

Figure 2: Aluminized Plastic Film

We can see under magnification that there is “pitting” in the
material and also absence of material which allows light to pass
through it. There is an excellent paper by C.L. Holloway,
“Reflection and Transmission Properties of a Metalfilm: With
an Application to a Controllable Surface Composed of Resonant
Particles,” IEEE Transactions on Electromagnetic Compatibility, vol.
47, no. 4, November 2005, [2] which gives an thorough dis-
cussion about metalfilms and their properties.

In 1985, R.L. Monroe introduced the Impedance Boundary
Condition which was thought to be an improvement upon
Schelkunoff’s transmission line model. This approach is often
referred to as the Leontovich Boundary Condition and was used
by several others during World War II in their work regarding

ground wave propagation. In short, the question as to when and
how to use transmission line models or other approaches is not
a new question, but one worthy of a closer look.

The intent of the working group is to help identify equa-
tions that are practical for a practicing EMC engineer. This
engineer would not need a background in advanced mathemat-
ics and physics in order to specify correctly the material or
shielding effectiveness that may be required.

In conjunction with this study, the working group for IEEE
P299.1 has been working on a shielding effectiveness standard
for enclosures less than two meters in volume. Some of the
members of TC-4 have also been working on this standard. Of
particular interest is the use of a strip-line to measure shielding
effectiveness for electrically small enclosures with frequencies
less than 100 MHz. Refer to Figure 3 below for a generic test
setup.

Figure 3: Strip Line Test Setup

Although this method is not a new approach, it has still been
employed by some in the shielding theory working group in an
attempt to better understand thin film shielding characteristics.
Figure 4 below illustrates such a measurement comparing the
shielding effectiveness of generic aluminum foil and aluminized
plastic film.

Figure 4: Strip-Line Measurement of Magnetic Field
Shielding

As may be seen in Figure 4, there are some unusual attrib-
utes of the aluminized plastic film where there is practically no
shielding effect at all when compared with aluminum foil. In
particular, there is very little shielding from 100 kHz to 10
MHz by the aluminized plastic film. These characteristics and
others are expected to be discussed at this year’s symposium.

To conclude, I would ask that you feel free to attend the next
TC-4 meeting where you will receive a warm and sincere wel-
come. These meetings will give you the opportunity to partici-
pate in the working group activities and/or just to learn or even
refresh your background.
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